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"What I'm beginning to discover now is something beyond the novel and beyond the arbitrary confines of the
story. . . . I'm making myself seek to find the wild form, that can grow with my wild heart . . . because now I
know MY HEART DOES GROW." —Jack Kerouac, in a letter to John Clellon Holmes

Written in 1951-52, Visions of Cody was an underground legend by the time it was finally published in
1972. Writing in a radical, experimental form ("the New Journalism fifteen years early," as Dennis McNally
noted in Desolate Angel), Kerouac created the ultimate account of his voyages with Neal Cassady during the
late forties, which he captured in different form in On the Road. Here are the members of the Beat
Generatoin as they were in the years before any label had been affixed to them. Here is the postwar America
that Kerouac knew so well and celebrated so magnificently. His ecstatic sense of superabundant reality is
informed by the knowledge of mortality: "I'm writing this book because we're all going to die. . . . My heart
broke in the general despair and opened up inward to the Lord, I made a supplication in this dream."

"The most sincere and holy writing I know of our age." —Allen Ginsberg
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From reader reviews:

James Horowitz:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Yeah, you
can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a stroll,
shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book titled Visions of Cody? Maybe
it is for being best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time along with your favorite's
book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have additional opinion?

Kevin Williams:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try point that really
opposite from that. One particular activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on
roller coaster you have been ride on and with addition details. Even you love Visions of Cody, you can enjoy
both. It is good combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh occur
its mind hangout fellas. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Robert Hensley:

The book untitled Visions of Cody contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains the woman idea
with easy means. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do not necessarily worry, you
can easy to read this. The book was authored by famous author. The author will take you in the new period
of time of literary works. It is easy to read this book because you can read more your smart phone, or
program, so you can read the book inside anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can
wide open their official web-site as well as order it. Have a nice study.

Carolyn Berndt:

Is it an individual who having spare time after that spend it whole day through watching television programs
or just resting on the bed? Do you need something new? This Visions of Cody can be the respond to, oh how
comes? A book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this new era is
common not a nerd activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?
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